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A quick introduction to Terminalfour

• Web content management & 
digital engagement platform

• We work with 250+ universities and 
colleges across 13 countries

• We work on 30–40 website and digital 
transformation projects every year

• Award-winning blog for digital 
marketing in higher education:
https://www.terminalfour.com/blog

https://www.terminalfour.com/blog


Prospective student journey mapping



What’s changing…

+



It’s become an emotional journey

• This is the emotional aspect, there can 
be frustration when it doesn’t match 
up to expectations: why isn’t this 
easier?

• It’s having a negative impact on 
universities being able to connect with 
users in a way that leaves a good, 
positive impression. 



Research isn’t very structured (at the start) or 
during normal business hours

>



What this means:

• Higher online service expectations, especially around self service
• Higher levels of dissatisfaction and frustration 

(especially if researching “after hours”)
• A stronger link between website experience and the expected 

student and teaching experience
• A jump to social media channels if information can’t be found
• More likely to “move on”: if there wasn’t a strong connection 

with your institution already or strong parental “involvement”



Takeaway – good wins

• User tests that capture emotion As someone is going through 

your processes, capture emotion during tests (look at facial 

expressions, capture noises and what they’re saying). 

• Map delight and frustration. Positive and negatives. 

• A jump to social media channels if information can’t be found

• More likely to “move on”: if there wasn’t a strong connection



1. Course search 



In 2019, only

4% 
of US universities & colleges 

have a prominent 
Course Finder / Search 

capability on the homepage



Expectations are high…don’t disappoint them



Degree & Program search at the core of the experience 



Some universities have gone 100% search



Degree & Program search at the core of the experience 



What is perceived as a good experience?

• Strong mobile experience
• Easy and fast to search, filter and find potential areas of study

– Not the same tool for selecting classes or for enrolled students 
(Not Acalog, CourseLeaf, Ellucian Banner/Degreeworks etc.)

• Content is well written and externally focused 
(not academic and not entirely from your course catalogue)

• Not too much written content – a blend depending on the particular 
program, use graphics, visuals

• Clear calls to action – I’m interested, what’s next? Make it easy
• Think of each program / course page as a product landing page



2. Your information architecture is less important 
than you think



A key part of a web redesign project…



But…

• They go straight for the search box. 



How can you help your prospective students?

• If search is their first “go to” function, what is the experience like?

• An opportunity for it to be a strong and engaging experience

• Spend time manually refining the results – don’t “fire and forget”



3. Personalize your message, remove noise

…no longer a “like to have”



What can personalization 
and content targeting improve?

• Get them the information they want… quickly 

• The impacts of website noise… what’s the message?
(“this needs to be on the homepage”)

• Reduce frustration levels in “finding answers”

• “You should know something about me at this stage” – maybe 
they’re still seeing noise where they shouldn’t



A dream of personalization…



Some quick wins in this area:

• Benefits are strong even with small amount of personalization
• Personalize based on country of origin

• What is their preference, online study or on campus?

• Undergraduate or postgraduate

• What areas of study are they interested in?

• If you’re not sure how to determine their preferences, just ask…

• Not sure where to start? Get in touch with us…



4. Social media interaction



A behaviour change we’re seeing…

• Expectations of social media interaction are changing: high expectations of customer 
services, including after hours.

• Are students finding the information they need from the website? If not, they’ll 
switch channels…



Key questions for your team

• When do you respond to “after hours” queries?

• Do you have a cross-channel way of tracking the query?

• Is it another task for the over-stretched “social media manager” 
(if you have one)?

• Do you have a good workflow to answer more complex 
questions?



5. Online differentiation



A design challenge, but worth spending time on

• Similar websites can blend together in people’s minds
• Does your university have a commonly used colour palate? 
• Are you using a similar page structure? 

Hero image, followed by boxes of content? 
Large-format video?

• The balance between creative and a good user experience

Now is the time to make BOLD decisions



University of the Creative Arts



Conclusion & key take-aways



Conclusion & key take-aways

1. User journey mapping is critical
– Across departments, secret shoppers, include emotions!, have it at the 

center of your office environment/decision-making

2. Course search:  consider it as one of the core elements of your website 
redesign project or consider it as its own project

3. Website redesign projects: Add time of day and home environment to your 
user persona descriptions

4. Set expectations and processes on social media response times and the 
correct channels for people to use - start to measure response times

5. Now is a time to differentiate—make bold decisions!



Thank you…

Check out our higher education digital marketing blog:
www.terminalfour.com/blog


